An algorithm, complete with a spec ific FORTRAN implementation, is presented for the problem of determining whether or not two undirec tr d graphs are isomorphic. The algorithm, centered upon the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a modified adjacency matrix and techniques for decreasing the size of the automorphism group, is quite different from others (mos t of which are comhinatorially based) and tends to work relatively very quickly on difficult tes t cases as well as on typical exa mples. Complexity estimates are given for many eventualities.
Introduction
Two undirected graphs are said to be isomorphic if there exists a one-to-one correspondence between their nodes which preserves adjacency. A computationally difficult issue in the theory of graphs is the determinati on of isomorphism. For example the graphs in figure Ia are pairwise isomorphic while those in Ib are not. 
The ability to divide a set of graphs into maximal subsets whose elements are pairwise isomorphic has several immediate applications. If nodes are identified with atoms of a particular compound and if edges are identified with the existence of a chemical bond, then, for instance, such an ability is of use to the chemist in distinguishing among many theoretically produced compounds. Other applications include physics (e.g. "hearing" the shape of a drum [1] ) 1, electronic circuit theory, linguistics etc.
Much effort has been devoted to the development of an algorithm which will determine whether or not any two graphs are isomorphic in an amount of time that is bounded by a finite polynomial in the number of nodes of the graphs considered. At the moment, the authors are unaware of the existence of any such algorithm. Many approximate or heuristic procedures have been developed however. Many such algorithms check conditions combinatorially necessary for isomorphism, some also attempt to construct a permutation that would exhibit isomorphism. Corneil presents a review of many such tech· niques. All known exact methods grow exponentially in required time. Unfortunately, as pointed out in [4] such procedures could take very long to determine whether or not two graphs of order 15 are isomorphic. Hence, such methods are clearly inadequate for large order graphs.
If a computer is to be used to determine whether or not two graphs are isomorphic, the graphs must be represented in a form suitable for machine processing. The adjacency matrix of a graph is such a standard form. First, the nodes of the graph are arbitrarily associated with the integers 1,2,3 ... n where n is the order of the graph. The (i,j) component of the adjacency matrix is then defined to be 1 if there is an edge connecting the ith node and the jth node and is 0 otherwise. The (i,i) entry commonly con· tains the label given the node. In the case of an unlabeled graph, (i,i) entries are typically zero. While different orderings of the nodes produce different adjacency matrices, two adjacency matrices are isomorphic if and only if, independent of labeling, they correspond to the same graph. The algorithm about to be described is divided roughly into three sections each satisfying a specific purpose. The first section consists of several basic tests for nonisomorphism. These tests are all 0 (n 3 ) or better and are surprisingly effective in distinguishing nonisomorphic graphs. Since nearly all pairs of graphs that pass through the initial tests undistinguished are likely to be isomorphic, the second part of the algorithm involves the attempted construction of a permutation between the adjacency matrices of the graphs. In the great maj ority of cases, this is easily and quickly accomplished. The second section simultaneously serves as a more complicated test for nonisomorphism should it be found impossible to generate a satisfactory permutation.
The final section is specifically design ed to deal with certain classes of matrices that do not easily yield to the tests or efforts to constru ct a permutation found in the previous two components. In general the tests in this section are more time co nsuming, generally 0 (n 4 ) , and are quite detailed. Methods of finding a satisfactory permutati on are included as well as tests for non isomorphism.
A complete FORTRAN listing of th e algorithm, including explanatory comments, follows its description in section 3 and the test results provided in section 4 demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithm.
. The Algorithm
Initially, the algorithm empl oys four basic tests, each of which checks for the failure of a condition necessary for isomorphism. The first test determines whether or not the node labels of th e two graphs are identical. If they are not, then the corresponding graphs are not isomorphic. In the case of unlabeled graphs, the test yields no information and is unnecessary. This test is performed by SUBROUTINE LABEL and takes 0 (n 2 ) amount of time wh en n is the order of the graph s.
A more useful test in volves th e comparison of the node valences of the two graph s. The valence of a node is the number of edges connected to it. The valence of each node, once computed, is combined with the node's label to form a new label for th at node. Two nodes of a graph wi ll have the same new label if and only if they have the same valence as well as id entical initial labels. Thus two graphs with different sets of new labels are themselves nonisomorphic. For example, the graphs in fi gure 3 share the same set of node valences and of initial labels yet when these two qualities are considered mutuall y, the graphs are found to be nonisomorphic. The set of initial node labels is (A,A,B,C,C,C,C) for each graph. Similarly the set of node valences is (1,~,~,2,2,3,4) in each case. When combined to produce sets of new labels, however, the following two dIstmct sets are formed: (A3,A4,B2,Cl,Cl,C l ,C2) and (A2,A3,B4,Cl,Cl,Cl,C2). Since these two sets are clearly not identical, the two graphs are not isomorphic. This test takes 0(n2 ) time and is performed in SUBRO UTINE VALENC.
The third basic test involves the search for and labeling of duplicate nodes. A given node is called an ordinary duplicate of degree k if there exist k -1 and no more than k -1 other identically labeled nodes in the graph which are connected by edges to the same nodes as is the given node. A given node is called a connected duplicate of degree k if th e k -1 nodes just mentioned are all mutually connected.
To further illustrate consider th e graph in figure 4 . The numbers are only for use in referencing the nodes while the letters correspond to actual labels. Nodes 1 and 3 are connected duplicates of degree 2. Nodes 2 and 4 are ordinary duplicates of degree ? Nodes 6 and 7 are not duplicates since they have different labels. Finally nodes 10, 11, and 12
are ordInary duplicates of degree 3. All other nodes are trivially duplicates of degree l. Node duplicate degrees are easily found from the 0,1 adjacency matrix of a graph. Groups of ordinary duplicate nodes correspond to groups of identical rows (with identical labels) of the adjacency matrix with O's entered on the diagonal. If l's are entered on the diagonal, then the connected duplicates can be similarly found . It is easily seen that two graphs are not isomorphic if the ordinary and connected duplicate degrees of their nodes differ in . any manner. As before, the node labels of each graph are updated to reflect the newly obtained information and then compared. This is done in SUBROUTINE DUPLIC and takes ° (n 3 ) time.
While the identification of duplicate nodes serves as a worthwhile test for nonisomorphism, a potentially much more useful purpose is also served. A graph with a large number of nodes with duplicate degrees greater than one yields an adjacency matrix, A, and a large number of nontrivial automorphisms, that is permutations P such that pT AP = A. For reasons explained further on, graphs whose adjacency matrices have this property are especially difficult to analyze and any procedure which efficiently reduces the number of such permutations through appropriate labeling of the nodes of the graph, will greatly reduce the complexity of following computations. Labeling of duplicate nodes was found to be a particularly fast and simple way to achieve this end for many graphs. It should be noted that this labeling alone does not necessarily reduce the automorphism group to the identity.
A well·known necessary condition for isomorphism involves the comparison of spectra (set of eigenvalues) of the 0,1 adjacency matrices of two graphs. Much effort has been devoted to nonisomorphic pairs for which the 0,1 adjacency matrices have the same spectrum. Such pairs of graphs are called cospectral [5] . Many cospectral pairs of graphs are distinguishable, however, through comparison of the spectra generated from adjacency matrices with numbers different from 0 ,1 used to represent nonedges and edges [6] . It appears that the use of ° and 1 in the computation of the spectra of graphs ignores much of their inherent structure. A greater amount of information about the graph can be discovered from the examination of the spectra of adjacency matrices with 1's representing no edges, and a variable x representing an edge. Due to the nature of the characteristic polynomial, no generality is lost by replacing x with either a transcendental number or certain large functions of the number of nodes in the graph. Unfortunately neither option is feasible for use with the computer since a transcendental number is truncated to a rational and a large value of x yields errors in computation small in comparison to x but large in comparison to 1. A compromise solution was developed that allows x to be a function that increases linearly with the order of the graph yet is essentially as effective in distinguishing nonisomorphic graphs as is the more general procedure.
In order to utilize the information stored in the updated labels of the nodes, the diagonal elements of the adjacency matrices are assigned the value of the appropriate label. The eigenvalues of each modified adjacency matrix are then computed and compared. Should the resulting spectra not be identical, the graphs are not isomorphic. The preparation of the adj acency matrices for eigenvalue computation is effected in SUBROUTINE PREPAR and takes 0(n 2 ) time. The computation of the eigenvalues as well as the eigenvectors (for future use) of each matrix is carried out in SUBROUTINE SPECTR and takes ° (n 3 ) time.
Since two graphs that are not distinguished by the preceding sequence of tests may well be isomorphic, it is reasonable at this point to attempt to generate a permutation that relates the two graphs. The number of such possible permutations can be greatly limited with efficient use of the information stored in the eigenvectors of the two adjacency matrices. If A and B are two symmetric matrices with identical spectra then there exist orthogonal matrices U and V and a diagonal matrix D such that and
VTBV=D.
Further assuming that A and Bare permutation ally equivalent we have B = pT AP where P is a permutation matrix. Then:
and thus D commutes with E = UTPV.
Thus E= where Ei is an orthogonal matrix of degree equal to the multiplicity of the ith distinct eigenvalue of A.
The relation U E = PV se rves to greatly restrict the number of permutations, P. Consider first the restrictio ns imposed by the existence of eigenvalues of multiplicity one. In this case, the corresponding matrix E, is trivially (1) 4 ) with the possibility of a very large leading coefficient.
Due to the complex nature of the relation UE = PV for blocks of E of dimension greater than two, little progress was made in obtaining meaningful data from the eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues of multiplicity greater than two.
Should neither the eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues of multiplicity one nor those of multiplicity two sufficiently restrict the number of permutations possible, still other algebraic approaches can be employed.
One such approach is the examination of the spectra of the n subgraphs of order n -1 of the original graph. An obvious necessary condition for isomorphism is that the two graphs generate the same sets of spectra. Further there is the possibility that in a given set of spectra, many of them will be unique, thus creating the possibility of generating and testing all possible permutations in a small amount of time. Distinguishing node duplicates again helps to reduce the maximum number of permutations possible. Experience with a limited number of large stochastic matrices has shown, however, that this procedure is far more effective as a nonisomorphism test than as one that attempts to generate and test all possible permutations. This procedure is contained in SUBROUTINE SUBVAL and takes 0{n 4 ) time.
Carrying the eigenvector analysis further all possible permutations can be derived through examination of eigenvectors of subgraphs of the original graph. This method has proved to be one of the most successful in distinguishing very difficult large, stochastic graphs. For simplicity and speed, all submatrices of order n -1 are searched for the optimum or a sufficiently satisfactory eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue of multiplicity one. This eigenvector is then compared with the corresponding eigenvector generated from each of the subgraphs of the second graph that has a spectrum matching the spectrum of the subgraph which generated the optimal eigenvector. This procedure is executed in SUBROUTINE SUBVEC. The order is 0{n 4 ) as SUBROUTINE SINGLE can be called a maximum of n tiines. This approach tends to be more time consuming than-the others mentioned since it could require the generation of n eigenvector matrices.
In a similar fashion, one could examine the eigenvectors of subgraphs corresponding to eigenvalues of multiplicity two. Another possible approach would be to examine the n 2 spectra generated by sequentially generating all possible subgraphs of order n -2. These and other possible procedures are 0{n 5 ) or worse and very time consuming. It does not appear that the trade off of speed for effectiveness dictates inclusion of such unwieldly approaches in the algorithm.
Computer Implementation
The algorithm was organized into fourteen subroutines and coded in FORTRAN V for use with the UNIVAC 1108 computer. SUBROUTINE GISOM serves as the coordinating subroutine and is the only subroutine that need be referenced by a main program. Each subroutine listing is fully commented, indicating values of variables on input, output and during the life of the subroutine.
All eigenvalues and eigenvectors were calculated using the EISPACK software described in [9] . Reference to [9] should be made for a detailed explanation of the function, running time, error messages and accuracy of the EISPACK subroutines. Throughout the program two numbers, A and Bare considered identical if IIA I -IBII < MACHP . ::. (1 + IAI). The precision constant, MACHP, is determined and set by the user in the call to GISOM. For use with the EISPACK software on the UNIVAC n08, a value of MACHP = 0.0003 was found to be satisfactory.
Another user option in the call to GISOM command sets a limit on the number of permutations that may be tested for a given pair of graphs. Generally, this value, MAXT, can be set to a very large number, say 5000, since very little time is expended on each test. MAXT is of greatest use when it is desired to sequentially test several pairs of very large matrices without spending too much time on anyone pair.
Time rather than storage conservation was emphasized. The subroutines utilize five n X n arrays and several single dimension 0 (n) arrays, all of which are passed as part of the subroutine call statements. There are no common blocks and no input-output statements in the subroutine as all pertinent data is returned through the CALL GISOM command in the main program. The STATUS and ERR variables serve as the key to what happened when the two graphs were tested for isomorphism. The other variables contain a variety of data whose meaning depends on the value of ERR and STATUS. This data can often be quite useful in determining exactly why two graphs are not isomorphic. 
XA AND XB CONTAIN THE EIGE NV ECTORS OF A AND B I N THE SAME ORDE R AS THE CO RR ESPONDING EIGENVALUES . EA AND EB CONTAIN THE EIGENVALUES OF A AND B I N NONDEC REAS I NG ORDS? G OF I IS 1 IF THE I TH AND 1+1 TH E I GENVALUES OF A ARE I DEN TICAL AND I S a OTHERWISE. ERR I S NEGATIVE IF AN ERR OR CONDITION WAS RAI SED I N THE E I SPACK SOFTWA RE . ERR IS a IF THE SPECTRA ARE IDENT IC AL. OTHERW I SE , ERR I S THE INDEX OF THE E I GENVALUE OF A THAT COULD NOT BE MATCHED WITH AN EIGENVALUE OF B. MACHP, N, AND NM ARE UNCHANGED. in ORXING VARIA BLES: SC INTEGE R NM,N,ERR,I,NN,G(N M) REAL A(NM,NM),E(NM,N M), XA (NM,N M) , XB ( NM , NM),EA(N M), EB ( NM ),SC(N M
)
RETURN END SUB ROU TI NE OPT E I G ( XB , DS , G , E RR , M ACH ? ,J A , N , N~) C C THI S SUBROUT I NE SE L EC TS AN Q?T I MA L E I GEN VE CT OR FOR USE I N GENER AT I NG C A SE R IE S OF PE RMUTAT I ONS . C C ON IN PUT: C XB I S THE E I GENVE CT OR

THE P OS S I BILI TY EXI ST S TH AT ANY TWO C E I GENVECTO RS CO RR ES PON DI NG TO THE SAME E I GEN VALUE CJU L D BE C I NTER CHANGED . C DB AND G AR E UNCH ANGE D. C ERR = 1 I F TH E E I GENVE CT OR SE LE CT ED CORRESPONDS TO AN E I GENVA LUE C OF MU LTI P L I CI TY I. ER R= 2 I F THE CO RR ESPOND I~G E I GENVA LUE HAS C MU LTI P LI C I TY 2 . ERR =3 I F NO SU I T Ab LE E I GENVECTO R COU L D bE C FO UN D. C MACHP I S UN CHANGED . C JA I S TH E CJ LUMN I NDEX OF THE O?T I MA L E I GENVECTOR , I F ONE EX I ST S . C N AN D NM ARE UNCHANGED . C C C I NTE GER NM , N , I , J , PN , LT , PX , ERR , JA , L I , LM,L , NN , G(NM ) REA L XB ( NM , NM ), DB ( NM ), MACHP NN =N-I ERR =3 PN =IOOO C AL L E I GENVECTORS WI TH THREE OR MORE I DEN TI CA L COMDDNENTS OR THA T C CO RR ESPOND TO E I GENVA LUES OF MU LTI P LI C I TY TH REE OR MORE ARE C ELI MI NATED F ROM CONS I DERAT I ON . E I GENVECTO RS THAT CO RRESP OND TO C E I GE NV ALUES OF MU LT I P LI C I TY ONE ARE CONS I DERED PREFERENT I ALL Y TO C TH OSE W H I CH HAVE MU LT I P L IC I TY TWO . E I GENVECTORS WHI CH HAVE FE~ PA I RS C OF I DEN T I CAL COM?ONENTS ARE FAVO RED OVER THOSE WIT H MANY SUCH
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
SUBROUTINE S I NG LE ( A , B , XA , XB ,F A ,F B , H , P , ERR , MA Cnp, MAX T,J A , N , N~)
THIS SUBROUT I NE GENE RATES AND TE ST S UP TO MAXT PE RM UTAT I ONS F ROM DATA FOUND IN AN EIGENV ECTO R CO RR ESPOND I NG TO AN E I GENV AL UE OF MU LTIPLICITY ONE . ON INPUT:
A 
ON RETURN :
A , B, XA , AND XB ARE UNCHANGED . 
P CO NTAIN S THE LA ST PE RM UTAT I ON THAT WAS CHECKED AGAIN ST A AND B. IF ERR =O , TH I S PERMU TATI ON RE LATES A AND B. ERR = -I IF NO SU I TA BLE PE RMU TATI ONS COU LD BE GE NERATED AND THE GRAPH S ARE NOT I 50MOSPH IC. ERR =! I F THREE I DEN TIC AL C~MPO NENTS WE RE FO UND I N THE E I GENV EC T~c . ER R=3 IF ALL POSS I BLE DE RMUTATION S FAILED WHEN TESTED AGA I NST A AND B AND THE GRAPHS ARE NOT I SOMO RPH IC. E PR =4 I F TH E MAX I MUM NUM EES OF PERMUTAT I ONS WER E TR I ED WIT HJUT SUCCESS . ERR = O IF A PERMUTAT I ON WAS FO UND TO RELATE
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C SUBROU TI NE SUBVA L ( A,
Computational Experience
The UNIVAC n08 computer at the National Bureau of Standards was used to test the computer program on well over 200 pairs of graphs specifically selected for use because of their difficulty. The results have been encouraging. A Brookhaven National Laboratories group has compiled [2] a list of 149 pairs of nonisomorphic graphs of order varying from 7 to 10 that have 0,1 adjacency matrices with identical spectra. These cospectral graphs arise in connection with the energy field of a Heisenberg model ferromagnet. The computer program previously listed distinguished each of the 149 pairs in a total time of 3.9 cpu seconds or, equivalently, each pair of graphs was determined to be nonisomorphic in approximately 0.026 cpu seconds. Of the graphs, 109 failed the valence test, 28 the node duplication test, and the remaining 12 pairs failed to have l,x modified adjacency matrices with identical spectra.
With some modification the algorithm can be programmed to sort a large set of graphs into subsets characterized by node valences, node duplication, l ,x modified adjacency matrix spectra, and in more difficult cases, submatrix spectra. Once this is accomplished, the groups in each subset can be pairwise checked for isomorphism using the program listed in this paper. This procedure was employed on a collection of 35 graphs ranging in order from 5 to 9. Many of the graphs selected were known to be isomorphic and all had large automorphism groups, thus making it as difficult as possible for the algorithm to find permutations or to determine that none exist. By means of a simplified form of the sorting procedure, the 35 graphs were divided into 19 subsets in approximately 5 cpu seconds. In this particular case, the spectra test was a sufficient condition for graph isomorphism. To be sure, however, permutations were generated between each pair of graphs in each subset. A total of 16 permutations were generated, 13 by means of SUBROUTINE SINGLE and 3 requiring SUBROUTINE DOUBLE, in a total time of 1.6 cpu seconds.
None of the graphs yet tested, however, required the use of SUBROUTINE SUBVAL or SUB-ROUTINE SUBVEC. In response to a July, 1975 query about the existence of more challenging graphs, D. Corneil provided 16 pairwise nonisomorphic, order 25 graphs, any two of which required approximately 60 seconds on an IBM 370 (no model number was mentioned) to be distinguished by then current methods. The graphs were 3-strongly regular and stochastic with node valence 12. None of the graphs has duplicate nodes and each had identical l,x adjacency matrix spectra. The submatrix spectra test, however, successfully sorted the group into 8 subsets, each containing two graphs. It is interesting to note that the two graphs contained in each subset were duals of each other. This initial sorting was accomplished in just 86 cpu seconds. When the algorithm was run on the 8 pairs of graphs, 5 were separated by means of the submatrix eigenvector test. The test was inconclusive on the remaining 3 pairs of graphs. The total run time was 150 cpu seconds. Of this total, 86 cpu seconds was spent distinguishing the 5 pairs and 64 cpu seconds on the unsuccessful effort to resolve the final 3 pairs. In addition, the algorithm was applied to 5 of the graphs and constructed permutations. The program produced a permutation relating each of the 5 pairs of graphs by means of SUBROUTINE SUBVEC in 81 cpu seconds.
Approximately 90 percent of the time required by the program is used in the calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Thus selection of optimal eigenvalue and eigenvector computing software is critical when time restrictions are sizeable. Since the EISP ACK software referenced in the listing of the algorithm proved to be satisfactory for our needs, no significant effort was made to find more efficient software.
Tests on large numbers of random graphs were not conducted as it was felt that such tests would yield little meaningful data. Experience gained from working with the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of many graphs showed that only a relatively minute number of pairs of graphs exist for which the question of isomorphism is at all challenging for the algorithm and no such graphs are likely to occur in even a very large sample of randomly generated graphs. For the average pair of isomorphic graphs of order n, it is estimated that a permutation will be generated in well under 1O-4 n 3 cpu seconds UNI-V AC n08 time. Even faster times are achievable for random nonisomorphic pairs of graphs or through modifications in programming which first sort graphs by node valences, node duplicate structure l,x modified adjacency matrix spectra, and in special cases (such as Corneil's collection of order 25 graphs) submatrix spectra, and then use the algorithm described in this paper to further reduce the subsets into classes for which the graphs are pairwise isomorphic.
Thus, with efficient application of the algorithm it is possible to divide a very large number of graphs into isomorphism equivalence classes in a reasonable amount of time. It is further possible to test pairs of very large graphs for isomorphism and if one exists, to generate permutations between two very large graphs.
